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Abstract— In today’s era of cloud computing, keeping track 

of usage of resources in creditable and verifiable way is a big 

question to cloud provider and user also. The billing system 

is said to be successful when it fulfill some factors such as 

integrity, non repudiation capabilities. The proposed system 

designed for pay as you go mechanism in very secure and 

trusted manner. As part of literature survey, the existing 

billing system had some limitations in terms of security or 

computational overhead. Basically the existing system 

emphasis on notions like distributed resource usage is 

metering and an account balancing mechanism for a 

distributed grid environment not for pay as you go billing 

system which is key point of any billing system in cloud 

computing. The proposed billing system provides secure and 

non obstructive billing system which will overcome the 

limitations in previous or existing billing system by adding 

some new attributes to the system. The system uses CNA 

that is cloud Notary Authority which generates mutually 

verifiable binding information that can be used to resolve 

upcomingclashes between a user and a cloud service 

provider in a computationally efficient way. Again to resist 

the forgery in system SLA-Monitoring mechanism also 

introduced. The main advantage of the proposed system is to 

reduce the computational overhead, increase the 

performance, and provide the trusted platform for billing in 

cloud.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is widely emerging technology 

which has pay as you go mechanism as its core 

component. Cloud services like Amazon EC2, S3 [1], and 

Microsoft Azure [4] are widely used in recent years.  

A cloud technology has different services which 

differentiate the traditional service hosting. It is sold on 

demand, typically by the minute or the hour; it is elastic, a 

user can have as much or as little of a service as they want 

at any given time; and the service is fully managed by the 

provider. Architecture of cloud computing starts with the 

front-end interface seen by individual users. The user’s 

request then gets passed to the system management, which 

finds correct resources and then calls the system’s 

appropriate provisioning services. The services slice out 

the necessary resources in the cloud, cast the appropriate 

web application and either creates or opens the requested 

document.  

Fig. 1 Basic Architecture of Cloud 

 

Cloud service provider (CSPs) use pay as you go 

scheme for billing in the cloud environment. In this 

scheme user has to pay for the resources he actually used 

as per the decided time span. Cloud service providers 

generally keep focused on achievement of service level 

agreement (SLA) [6] for guarantee the quality of service.  

Providing billing mechanism in trustworthy manner is 

really difficult for both CSPs and users. The challenges in 

such billing system raise with following security and 

system issues: 

A. Billing scheme with minuscule computational 

complexity: 

For the transparent billing in cloud computing, the 

billing transaction should be secured against forgery 

[10]and falsification of data. Even after service level 

agreement check user or CSP can modify the billing 

transaction, leading to the disputes between users and 

CSPs and hence trustworthy audit trails needed for 

resolving such disputes. One solution to this problem 

is to integrate public key infrastructure based digital 

signature into each billing transaction.  But this PKI-

based digital signature [8] [9] leads to unnecessary 

computational overhead which tends the billing 

system bottleneck.   

B. Support  for  mutual verifiable billing scheme: 

In previous billing scheme, the billing data and 

transactions management are both handle by CSP 
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only. It lacks the efficiency of billing mechanism and 

hence for increase mutual verifiability digital 

signature mechanism is essential.  

 

C. Trusted SLA monitoring :  

Service level agreement should be achieved once 

users and CSP agree on an SLA for trustworthiness of 

service quality. Sometimes CSP unintentionally 

creates incorrect records results in incorrect billing 

information. SLA monitoring should focus on such 

problems but it focuses on SLA violation more than 

trustworthiness, correctness and integrity.  

           In order to achieve system security, some    

       changes are required in existing system so that system    

flaws can be minimized. Steps to be taken to achieve    

this are as follows: 

a. It supports mutually verifiability mechanism 

which minimizes the asymmetric key 

operations and along provides the same 

mutual verifiability identical to PKI. It 

reduces the computational overheads and 

minimizes the complexity.  

b. CNA (Cloud Notary Authority) introduced 

which authorize the users and CSP with the 

help of binding information. It resolves the 

disputes between the users and CSP. 

c. SLA monitoring module helps in forgery 

resistance mechanism. It monitor the Service 

level agreement achievements and detects if 

any violation took place.  

 

II. LITURATURE SURVEY 

In this section, we review several work corresponds to 

resource allocation, trustworthy services in service 

oriented architecture, state monitoring, MiniPay, 

micropayments.  

A. GRASP:Grid Resource Allocation System  

As cloud computing is the pay-as-you-go technology, 

the recourse allocation should be in efficient manner and 

hence GRASP [11] (Grid Resource Allocation Services 

Package) system introduce. The GRASPservices are 

required to submit job to the Grid resources in more well-

organized and convenient manner. The main features of  

GRASP  are  co-allocation,  scheduling,  job monitoring,  

and  resource  selection  by  matchmaking. 

. 

B. Tisa: Towards Trustworthy Services in Service 

oriented Architechture 

In service-oriented architecture to inspire confidence 

in services, verifying whether a service execution is 

meeting the requirements to its service-level agreements is 

important. Verifying conformance to nonfunctional 

necessities is vital for inspiring a client’s confidence in 

remotely-hosted Web services. Tisa [7] proposed a 

technique, its implementation, and experimental 

validation, which serve to verify the integrity of a 

remotely-hosted requirements monitor. The 

implementation of the proposed technique was evaluated 

using the standard Web services available with the 

Apache Axis Distribution. The evaluation demonstrated 

the feasibility of implementing our technique. It also 

demonstrated that the technique was effective in 

monitoring the nonfunctional requirements of the Web 

services. 

C. State Monitoring in Cloud Datacenters 

State monitoring is one of the crucial functionalities 

for on-demand provisioning of resources and services in 

cloud datacenters. Hence in this paper author presented a 

distributed framework forefficiently managing cloud 

applicationswhich is known as WIndow-based State 

monitoring (WISE) [2]. State monitoring at cloud 

datacenters, which can be viewed as a cloud state 

management issue, as it mainly involves collecting local 

state information and evaluating aggregated distributed 

values against predefined monitoring criteria. A key 

challenge for efficient state monitoring is meeting the two 

challenging objectives like high level of accuracy which 

guarantees zero or very little error rate, and high 

communication effectiveness, which requires minimal 

communication cost in detecting critical state violation. 

D. Pay As You Browse 

This paper discover a complement to the present 

advertisement model, which precisely proposes 

micropayment [3] model to thenon-specialized web 

services depending on micro computations. The proposed 

modelin which the user that wants to access online 

contents offered by a web sites which  need not to register 

or pay for the  access of web site instead, he will accept to 

run micro computations on behalf of the web site in 

exchange for access to the contents. 

E. MiniPay 

The efficient, low-cost anduniversally accepted 

mechanism for small paymentsis a strong need on the 

Web.The promising Web applications might benefits from 

a small amounts (micro-payments)through payment 

mechanism. Payment throughcredit cards is the common 

method for on-line purchasing, which involves 

considerable per transaction fee and delay, and are 

therefore inappropriate for micro-payments. This paper 

present MiniPay [13] which is a simple system for 

supporting micro-payments. MiniPay has many features 

likesupport for multiple currencies, negligibledelay,low 

cost, natural user interface, scalable design, and high 

security containsoverspending prevention,protection 

against denial of service andnon-repudiation. MiniPay is 

presently being piloted through several probable 

providers. 
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The existing system consists of four main components 

namely users, CSP, CNA, S-Mon. As show in fig. 2 

below. 

 
Fig. 2 Existing System Architecture 

 

User: These are the thin clients who makes request to the 

cloud service provider for any resource or service. 

CSP: Cloud service provider offers some cloud 

components to user according to their requirement.  

CNA: Cloud Notary Authority authorizes the user and 

CSP for actual working in cloud environment. It resolves 

the disputes between the user and CSP by using mutual 

binding information. 

S-Mon: SLA monitoring module basically focuses on the 

achievement of service level agreement and SLA 

violation. After the session end the S-Mon carry the 

recorded data towards the CNA. 

 

A. Overview of Billing Process 

The billing process starts with mutual authentication 

of user and CSP. For this authentication binding 

information generated and hash chain element integrated 

into each transaction which enables CNA to verify the 

correctness of billing transactions. Basically billing 

transaction performs in two ways service check in and 

service check out message. The message is µ-contract 

message nothing but the data structure. The main steps for 

billing process are as follows: 

a. The user generates service check in or checks out 

message and sends it to the CSP. 

b. CSP then use its own µ-contract-CSP by using 

hash chain element as digital signature and sent it 

to user. 

c. User then uses its own µ-contract-user by using 

hash chain element and combines it with CSPs µ-

contract and sends it to CNA. 

d. CNA then verifies these µ-contracts and generate 

binding information to keep the reliability of 

messages.  

e. Once the confirmations from CNA received by 

user and CSP, the billing process is said to be 

complete. 

f. Finally, when the check out message is arrived S-

Mon sends the logged data information and SLA 

monitoring reports to the CNA. 

B. Working of Billing Protocol 

The billing protocol works in three steps first is 

sharing the keys, second is generating the hash chain and 

lastly actual billing transaction. In the first step when user 

wants to access the CSP the Public key infrastructure 

based authentications are performed by the CSP, User and 

CNA. For mutual authentication the user, the CSP and the 

CNA share three keys. Such as Kc,n  is public key 

between CSP and CNA, Ku,n is public key between user 

and CAN, Ku,c is public key between user and CSP. In 

second step N length hash function generated by CSP, 

CNA and user to obtain final hash value. The CSP and 

user commit to this final hash by digitally signing final 

hash and registering this hash element to cloud notary 

authority. In third and last step actual billing transaction is 

takes place by performing two types of messages either 

service check in for accessing cloud services or service 

checkout to end the session.   

C. Sevice Level Agreement Monitoring (S-Mon) 

S-Mon basically works with billing protocol and use 

two main hardware technology such as TPM (Trusted 

Platform Module) [12] and TXT [5] (Trusted Execution 

Technology). With these technologies platform integrity, 

security of storage and integrity in execution can be 

achieved.  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

There are some disadvantages in the previous system 

such as the primary lens is to learn an effective request 

grouping so that the cloud up keep businessperson will 

provide a quality of assistance.And another one is to 

modify against forgery and dishonorable modifications of 

the transactions, a secured bag band module is introduced 

in the scheme. 

 
Fig. Proposed SystemArchitecture 
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 To overcome such drawback the proposed system, 

mainly focus on the billing system in the cloud. It 

provides the mechanism for verification on transaction 

between cloud service provider and cloud service user.It 

only focus on the billing system and security transaction 

from CSP to cloud service user.But the major problem is 

that after storing in the cloud ,in this proposed system , 

they doesn’t provide any integrity checking. If the 

proposed system it doesn’t deal with the integrity 

checking, so there is chance of destruction of data in the 

cloud. The main drawback is the chance of data loss.So to 

provide the solution for this we provide the integrity 

checking in the form of challenges.We provide the 

technical challenges to the cloud server.The cloud service 

should response for the technical challenges. The 

technical results are verified by the security agent name 

verifier. After verification , only the transaction takes 

place.The main advantage of our proposed work is 

prevent the data loss.It also provides high level security.  

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION/RESULTS 

 

 
Fig. Throughput of the billing transactions with varying numbers 

of billing transactions per second 

 

As shown in figure above, the throughput is increases. In 

the system though the number of transactions increases 

the communication, transactions and overload minimizes 

due to non-obstructive system model which minimizes the 

PKI-based computations and enhance the security of the 

transaction.  

 
Fig. Performance impact on users’ cloud resource when S-Mon 

Monitors SLA for user’s service session. 

 

In the figure (a) it shows the operational timing of SLA 

Monitoring. It is divided in to three phases. First phase 

shows the initialization of S-Mon second phase shows the 

operational time of S-Mon and last phase shows the 

session end of S-Mon. 

In figure (b), it shows the performance evaluation of 

visitor systems which are assign to the users when the 

SLA Monitor raises. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The main is to provide integrity to the services and to the 

sensitive data. In this paper, for data integrity we present a 

unique integrity checker name as verifier. For the data 

security as well as for transaction security we provide this 

checker as challenge. This checker keeps the entered data 

safe and always fulfills the consumer’s requirements in 

safe manner. 
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